BETA LaserMike Products
from NDC Technologies
Let's bring you up to speed with what's been
happening at the world's leading measurement and
control solutions provider.

Introducing LaserSpeed Pro
If you haven't heard by now, we released the next-generation of LaserSpeed
gauges called LaserSpeed Pro. And it is still the industry's leading non-contact
gauge that enables manufacturers to accurately measure the length and speed of
products for better process control.
This high-performance laser gauge is used across numerous applications and
production processes around the globe, and includes powerful connectivity,
communication and control capabilities consistent with Industry 4.0
Performance-wise, LaserSpeed Pro delivers a long list of advantages and offers
the best value for the investment.

LaserSpeed Pro Whitepaper
In manufacturing industry today, the old way of doing business is no longer viable for
success going forward.
Global competition and demands to optimize productivity, improve quality and reduce waste
have turned up the pressure to remain economically competitive and keep customers
happy. A main driver is the ability for manufacturers to accurately measure the length and
speed of products being produced. But contact-type tachometers and encoders make it
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to capture accurate and reliable measurements — and
avoid costly shortages and overages.
Our whitepaper "Introduction to Non-Contact, Laser-Based Technology for Measuring the
Length and Speed in Manufacturing Processes" gives you an inside look at LaserSpeed Pro
and how it's playing a major role in shaping process and quality control. If you're looking for a
proven and more effective way to improve production efficiency and realize savings — by
eliminating length and speed errors from contact measurement methods — download your
free copy of this new white paper.

Get insight into a gauging technology that
will improve your production processes
You'll learn...
•
•

Why accurate length and speed measurements are critically important to your process
Why contact, mechanical measurement approaches just don't work

•

Why LaserSpeed Pro is the measurement solution of choice by the industry's leading
manufacturers

•

How LaserSpeed Pro works to provide precision measurements

•

How other manufacturers are realizing a fast ROI and long-term production savings
through application examples

•

How you too can achieve a fast payback with continued year-on-year value

Ready to improve process control and
realize significant production savings?
Take the next step.
LaserSpeed Pro Whitepaper Download

